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Privacy-Preserving Vehicular Communications
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Abstract—Many services and applications in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) require preserving and secure data communica-
tions. To improve driving safety and comfort, the traffic-related status information will be broadcasted regularly and shared among
drivers. Without the security and privacy guarantees, attackers could track their interested vehicles by collecting and analyzing their
traffic messages. Hence, anonymous message authentication is an essential requirement of VANETs. On the other hand, when a
vehicle is involved in a dispute event of warning message, the certificate authority should be able to recover the real identity of this
vehicle. To deal with this issue, we propose a new privacy-preserving authentication protocol with authority traceability using elliptic
curve based chameleon hashing. Compared with existing schemes, our approach possesses the following features: (1) mutual and
anonymous authentication for both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communications, (2) vehicle unlinkability, (3) authority
tracking capability and (4) high computational efficiency. We also demonstrate the merits of our proposed scheme through security
analysis and extensive performance evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the wireless communication technologies
have made huge advantages. Based on the tremendous
business opportunities, the car manufacturers and t-
elecommunication industries have strained to deploy
electronic components with technology that allows vehi-
cles to communicate with each other for the purpose of
driving comfort and road safety. For example, a modern
car usually has a central computer, an EDR (Event Data
Recorder) and a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiv-
er or a navigation system to improve driving experience.
A VANET mainly consists of On-Board Units (OBUs)
and Roadside Units (RSUs) [1], where OBUs are em-
bedded in vehicles to provide wireless communication
capability, while RSUs are located at the critical points on
the road to provide wireless interfaces to vehicles within
their radio coverage. A bandwidth of 75MHz spectrum
in the 5.9GHz that has been allocated to VANETs in
the US can support diversified services that range from
location dependent service to real-time traffic condition-
aware routing optimization and accident prevention [2],
[3].

The creation of a VANET not only is significant to
traffic management and roadside safety, but also raises
formidable research challenges [4]–[6]. Security assur-
ance and privacy preservation are two primary concerns.
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Without the security and privacy guarantees, adver-
saries could launch attacks by tracking the location of
interested OBUs and abusing their mobility patterns.
Therefore, VANET protocols should protect the privacy
of the drivers as far as possible and messages from
being tampered with by attackers. However, anonymous
message authentication is facing a dilemma in VANETs.
This is because a well-behaved OBU can achieve a safer
and more efficient driving environment by providing
its location information to RSUs, while taking the risks
that a maliciously-behaved OBU may collect such infor-
mation to tamper or replay to RSUs. This particularly
happens when a driver who is involved in a dispute
event of safety message may intend to escape from the
investigation and responsibility. Furthermore, condition-
al privacy preservation must be achieved, i.e., the related
private information, such as driver’s name, license plate,
position, traveling routes and so on, must be protected,
while the authorities should be able to reveal sender’s
real identity when a dispute traffic event happens. That
is, the secure protocol should be able to not only protect
driver’s privacy, but also provide the recovery capability
of real identities. Therefore, it is a critical topic to design
a privacy protection mechanism to achieve both security
and conditional privacy preservation in VANETs.

Since RSUs are located in unattended roadside and can
be easily compromised by adversaries, a secure protocol
should provide mutual authentication between OBUs
and RSUs. Such vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) mutual authen-
tication is neglected by existing protocols [7], [8] for
secure vehicular communication. Furthermore, although
the comparatively higher computational capability of
RSUs makes them the best choice for OBUs’ identi-
fy verifications [9], their availability cannot always be
guaranteed due to the high deployment cost. Therefore,
even without RSUs, OBUs shall also be able to mutually
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verify the identity of each other while preserving the
privacy of OBUs at the same time. The vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) authentication is also a major concern for protocol
design. Another consideration is efficiency, because the
traditional discrete logarithm based method adopted in
[7], [8], [10] with high computational cost may not be ap-
plicable to VANETs, especially in high traffic conditions.

Those challenges have attracted much research inter-
ests and a number of solutions with different design
goals have been proposed in the literature. Most solu-
tions (e.g., [10]–[16]) fall in to public key infrastructure
(PKI) based approach, which usually uses digital sig-
nature technique, e.g., Elliptic Curve (EC) digital signa-
ture algorithm and bilinear pairing algorithm, to create
anonymous certificates for identity verification. There
are also some group-signature based approach (e.g., [7],
[8]), where a member of a vehicle group can sign a
message on behalf of the group it belongs to, while the
identity of the signing member remains hidden within
the group. However, to our best knowledge, none of
existing solutions can thoroughly achieve all the design
goals discussed above. In this paper, to enhance the
security and privacy of vehicles by providing both V2R
and V2V mutual authentication in an efficient way, we
propose a Lightweight Privacy-Preserving (LPP) pro-
tocol. To realize time-varying anonymous certificates,
we redesign the chameleon signature and integrate it
with EC digital signature algorithm. LPP is built upon
such EC-based chameleon hash signature, whose unique
features not only ensure the privacy and security of
VANET communications but also improve the perfor-
mance of VANET communication due to its low com-
plexity in identity verification. Some key privacy and
security properties of the LPP protocol, i.e., anonymity,
unlinkability, and replay attack immunity, are analyzed.
Furthermore, extensive simulations show that the fast
verification of LPP can substantially improve the perfor-
mance of VANET communication in various scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 3 presents our system model. Section 4 gives
an overview of our chameleon hashing based on elliptic
curve algorithms. Section 4 describes our Lightweight
Privacy-Preserving (LPP) protocol. Sections 6 and 7
provide the security/privacy analysis and performance
evaluation of our proposal, respectively. Section 7 gives
a brief survey of related work. Finally, Section 8 summa-
rizes our findings.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider a secure vehicular network
model with these types of network entities: the certificate
authority (CA), the fixed RSUs at the road side, and the
mobile OBUs equipped on the running vehicles. The
CA is a registration and certification center for RSUs
and OBUs with virtually unlimited computation and
storage capability. Only the CA can recover the real
identity of an OBU from its certificate. RSUs work as

intermediaries between OBU and CA in a semi-trusted
way since they are deployed at unattended roadsides.
They are responsible for filtering fake messages from
malicious or revoked vehicles and reporting OBU’s cer-
tificate information to CA. OBUs regularly broadcast
routine traffic-related status information (e.g., speed,
location and acceleration) to help drivers with a better
awareness of their driving environment, e.g., enabling
early response to an abnormal event.

A secure and lightweight privacy-preserving protocol
should meet the following requirements.

1) V2R Mutual Authentication: To defend against po-
tential adversary and maliciously-behaved OBUs,
it is important to archive mutual authentication
between RSU and OBU before they exchange their
private or critical information.

2) V2V Mutual Authentication: Even in absence of
RSUs, OBUs shall also be able to authenticate each
other and discover adversary OBUs that may dis-
seminate hazardous messages to ensure the safety
of an ad hoc vehicular networks.

3) Anonymous authentication: The authentication
process should verify the legitimacy of OBUs with-
out revealing their identities.

4) Unlinkability: The adversary should not be able to
link the packets issued by the same OBU even by
eavesdropping transmitted message from the open
wireless medium.

5) Vehicle ID traceability: A challenging issue of
message authentication is to maintain traceability
for authority in the presence of the anonymous au-
thentication. Furthermore, the protocol should pro-
vide anonymous authentication and unlinkability
in traffic message exchanges. Once a dispute event
happens, the protocol should be able to recover
identities of OBUs according to those anonymous
authentication messages.

6) Efficiency: The authentication process should be
efficient, especially when a large number of vehi-
cles go through an RSU fast, such that the secure
link can be established before OBUs leave the
communication range.

3 THE EC-BASED CHAMELEON HASH SIGNA-
TURE

Chameleon signature, first introduced in [17], is the basis
of our proposed authentication algorithm. A unique
characteristic of chameleon signature algorithms is non-
interactive. It means that the signature can be generated
without interacting with the intended receiver. This way,
the performance of authentication can be significantly
improved. However, the conventional discrete logarithm
based digital chameleon hash signature algorithms (e.g.,
ID-based chameleon hash [18]) require the same public
key issued by the signer for verification. This public key
may be peeped by attackers and the unlinkability cannot
be guaranteed.
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TABLE 1
Notations

Gp Abelian group
q a large prime number that can divide |Gp|
P a point chosen from Gp

Sb private key of b, Sb ∈ [1, q − 1]
Cb chameleon of b

CERb certificate produced by CA for OBUb

yb public key of b
h(·) a strong one-way hash function
m an auxiliary parameter

K−
CA private key of CA

α
(i)
b private key of b at session i

K
(i)
a,b pair-wise key of a and b at session i

To address this issue, we redesign the chameleon hash
signature that avoids to use the fixed public keys. The
improved version is built upon an Abelian group Gp

formed by the points on the elliptic curve as defined
in [19], where p is a large prime number. For security
consideration, the cardinality of Gp, i.e., |Gp|, should be
divisible by a large prime number q [19]. A point P
chosen from Gp along with the numbers p and q are
published by the trust authority as system parameters
denoted as (p, P , q). In the following, we present the
authentication process between a prover and a verifier
using EC-based chameleon hash signature.

Initially, the prover generates its chameleon C ∈ Gp as
C = S · P , where S is randomly chosen from [1, q-1] as
secret information to the prover. Once the prover needs
to be authenticated by the verifier, it generates a new
private key α randomly chosen from [1, q-1] and then
obtains the corresponding public key y as y = α·P . After
that, an auxiliary parameter m is found by the collision
finding algorithm CFind(α, nonce, S) algorithms as:

m = CFind(α, nonce, S) = S − αγ, (1)
γ = h(y ⊕ nonce), (2)

where nonce is the recent challenge provided by the
prover and h(·) is a strong one-way hash function, map-
ping strings of arbitrary length to a number in [1, q-1].
Finally, the prover sends (C,m, y, nonce) to the verifier
for authentication.

At the verifier side, the received information
(C,m, y, nonce) is used to authenticate the prover
by checking if CH(m, y, nonce) is equal to C, where
the chameleon hash function CH(m, y, nonce) can be
computed as

CH(m, y, nonce) = m · P + γ · y
= m · P + h(y ⊕ nonce) · y. (3)

If CH(m, y, nonce) = C holds, the verifier passes the
authentication for the prover. Otherwise, the prover will
be considered illegal. For a valid user, the authentication
is always successful. It can be confirmed by substituting

(1) to (3):

CH(m, y, nonce) = m · P + γ · y
= (S − αγ) · P + γα · P
= S · P = C. (4)

In the proposed signature scheme, the public key y is
updated at each authentication session. We shall show
in a later section how this EC-based chameleon hash
signature can meet all security requirements of VANETs.

4 THE PROPOSED LPP PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose the LPP protocol using EC-
based chameleon hash algorithm that exploits dynam-
ic public keys to improve the security and efficiency
of VANET communications. It consists of three parts:
registration phase, mutual authentication phase and CA
tracking phase. In the registration phase, RSUs and
OBUs register to CA and pre-load related secret infor-
mation. Before any traffic exchange between OBU and
RSU for V2R communication or between OBUs for V2V
communication, two parties should authenticate each
other using their pre-loaded information in the mutual
authentication phase. Once a disputed event happens,
CA executes the CA tracking phase to recover the real
identity of the OBU.

4.1 Registration Phase
Both OBUs and RSUs need to be registered with CA.
In this registration phase of OBUb, it generates random
number Sb ∈ [1, q − 1] as its secret key and sends its
initial chameleon Cb = Sb ·P and its real identity IDb to
CA. On receiving the registration request, CA produces
a certificate CERb for OBUb as

CERb = Sign(Cb,K
−
CA) (5)

using its private key K−
CA by signing Cb. The information

(CERb, IDb) is then stored in the database of CA and
CERb will be sent back to OBUb through a secure
channel. Similarly, the certificate of RSUa is generated
as

CERa = Sign(Ca,K
−
CA), (6)

where Ca = Sa · P .

4.2 V2R Mutual Authentication Phase
In this phase, RSUa initiates the authentication with
OBUb and then they both establish a pair-wise key
between each other. The mutual authentication phase is
elaborated as follows.

Without loss of generality, we consider a mutual au-
thentication at session i. RSUa generates a new pri-
vate key α

(i)
a with the corresponding public key y

(i)
a =

α
(i)
a · P that is different from the previous one so as

to avoid the linkability problem. Then the auxiliary pa-
rameter m

(i)
a is updated by m

(i)
a = CFind(α

(i)
a , T

(i)
a , Sa)
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Algorithm 1 V2R Mutual Authentication between RSAa

and OBUb

1: RSUa generates a private key α
(i)
a ∈ [1, q − 1] and its

corresponding public key y
(i)
a = α

(i)
a · P

2: RSUa updates auxiliary parameter m
(i)
a as m

(i)
a =

CFind(α
(i)
a , T

(i)
a , Sa)

3: RSUa sends information ⟨CERa, y
(i)
a ,m

(i)
a , T

(i)
a ⟩ to

OBUb

4: RSUa receives ⟨CERa, y
(i)
a ,m

(i)
a , T

(i)
a ⟩ from OBUb

5: if V erify(CERa,K
+
CA) == CH(m

(i)
a , y

(i)
a , T

(i)
a ) then

6: OBUb generates a private key α
(i)
b ∈ [1, q − 1] and

its corresponding public key y
(i)
b = α

(i)
b · P

7: OBUb updates auxiliary parameter m
(i)
b =

CFind(α
(i)
b , T

(i)
b , Sb)

8: OBUb generates a pair-wise key as K
(i)
b,a = α

(i)
b ·y(i)a

9: OBUb produces encrypted certificate CER′
b =

Encrpt(CERb ⊕ T
(i)
b ,K

(i)
b,a)

10: OBUb sends ⟨CER′
b, y

(i)
b ,m

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ⟩ to RSUa

11: end if
12: RSUa receives ⟨CER′

b, y
(i)
b ,m

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ⟩ from OBUb

13: RSUa generates a pair-wise key as K
(i)
b,a = α

(i)
b · y(i)a

14: RSUa produces encrypted certificate CER′
b =

Encrpt(CERb ⊕ T
(i)
b ,K

(i)
b,a)

15: if V erify(CERb,K
+
CA) == CH(m

(i)
b , y

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ) then

16: Mutual authentication completes
17: end if

where T
(i)
a is the current time. Finally, the information

⟨CERa,m
(i)
a , y

(i)
a , T

(i)
a ⟩ is sent to OBUb for verification.

Upon receiving this information, OBUb uses the public
key K+

CA of CA to verify the legitimacy of RSUa by
checking:

V erify(CERa,K
+
CA) = CH(m(i)

a , y(i)a , T (i)
a ). (7)

If RSUa passes the verification, i.e., the above equation
holds, a pair-wise K

(i)
b,a is generated as

K
(i)
b,a = α

(i)
b · y(i)a . (8)

To achieve mutual authentication, OBUb should be also
verified by RSUa following a similar process. The only
concern is that the certificate CERb of OBUb cannot be
sent to RSUa directly, because each certification is unique
and can be used for tracking by adversaries. For this
reason, certificate CERb along with the current time T

(i)
b

is encrypted by K
(i)
b,a as

CER′
b = Encrpt(CERb ⊕ T

(i)
b ,K

(i)
b,a) (9)

that guarantees unlinkability of OBUb. Finally, the infor-
mation ⟨CER′

b,m
(i)
b , y

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ⟩ is sent to RSUa to com-

plete the mutual authentication.
Using the received information, RSUa also obtains the

same pair-wise key K
(i)
a,b = α

(i)
a · y(i)b because

K
(i)
a,b = α(i)

a · y(i)b = α(i)
a · (α(i)

b · P ) = α
(i)
b · (α(i)

a · P )

= α
(i)
b · y(i)a = K

(i)
b,a. (10)

Therefore, certification CERb can be recovered by de-
crypting CER′

b using pair-wise key K
(i)
a,b, i.e.,

CERb = Decrpt(CER′
b,K

(i)
a,b)⊕ T

(i)
b . (11)

Note that the freshness of T
(i)
b should be examined.

Moreover, RSUa needs to check if CERb is in the revo-
cation list that is retrieved from CA. If in the list, RSUa

terminates the mutual authentication session immediate-
ly. Otherwise, the legitimacy of OBUb can be verified by
checking if

V erify(CERb,K
+
CA) = CH(m

(i)
b , y

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ) (12)

holds. After that, the mutual authentication process com-
pletes. A brief protocol description of mutual authenti-
cationo process between RSAa and OBUb is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

4.3 V2V Mutual Authentication Phase
In V2R authentication phase, since no privacy issue is
involved for RSUs, their original certificates are sent
out directly for the authentication purpose. A major
difference in V2V authentication phase is that at each
authentication session, the certificate of each party must
be encrypted with some variance such that the resulting
certificate alters each time and the original certificate can
be recovered by a legal receiver. In order to achieve this
goal, the V2V mutual authentication phase consists of (1)
private key exchange for pairwise key generation and (2)
encrypted certification exchange and verification.

We consider a mutual authentication between OBUa

and OBUb at session i. At the beginning of the ses-
sion, an updated private key is generated at each side
and the corresponding public key included in their
periodical beacon messages. After the key exchange,
each party calculates their pair-wise key independently
such that K

(i)
a,b = α

(i)
a · y(i)b = α

(i)
b · y(i)a = K

(i)
b,a. At

each side, e.g., OBUa, the information (K
(i)
a,b, y

(i)
b ) for

session i is maintained in a pairwise key table at OBUa.
Then the pair-wise key is used to produce encrypted
certificates CER′

a = Encrpt(CERa ⊕ T
(i)
a ,K

(i)
a,b) and

CER′
b = Encrpt(CERb ⊕T

(i)
b ,K

(i)
b,a) at OBUa and OBUb,

respectively.
Another round of message exchange is required by

passing the encrypted certificate as well as other infor-
mation for verification to each other. For example, after
receiving ⟨CER′

b, y
(i)
b ,m

(i)
b , T

(i)
b ⟩, OBUa first looks up its

pairwise key table for the entry relating to y
(i)
b and the

corresponding pairwise key K
(i)
a,b is then used to recover

the original certificate CERb. The remaining verification
process for each OBU is then conducted in a similar
manner as described in the V2R case.
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4.4 CA Tracking Phase

The CA Tracking phase is launched only when dealing
with a dispute event. Once the real ID of an OBU needs
to be recovered, its CER will be reported to CA. Since
each CER is unique, CA can lookup its database to find
the identity of corresponding to OBU.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze some security and privacy
issues of our proposal protocol.

5.1 Breaking EC-based Chameleon Hash Function

In the proposed mutual authentication scheme, veri-
fication is achieved by the EC-based chameleon hash
function that becomes the major breaking target by ad-
versaries. Our theoretical analysis shows that it is as hard
as to solve the ECDLP (elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem), which is to determine the integer α such that
α · P = Q, given P,Q ∈ Gp. It has been proven that
ECDLP is NP-complete [19].

By examining authentication messages delivered by
OBUs and RSUs in our proposed protocol, we notice that
all information included in the messages updates from
session to session except the certification of the same
RSU. Therefore, the only way to break the EC-based
chameleon hash function is to analyze a collection (e.g.,
k messages) of information sent by a same RSU (e.g.,
RSUx): ⟨CERx,m

(i)
x , y

(i)
x , T

(i)
x ⟩, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Based on the

definition of the collision finding function, the adversary
can establish a linear equation system as follows:

m(1)
x + γ(1)

x · α(1)
x = m(2)

x + γ(2)
x · α(2)

x

= · · ·
= m(k)

x + γ(k)
x · α(k)

x , (13)

where γ
(i)
x = h(y

(i)
x ⊕ T

(i)
x ) and m

(i)
x are known but α

(i)
x

is variable, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that this linear system has
k variables but only k − 1 equations. In other words,
at least one variable, e.g., α(i)

x , must be conjectured such
that α(i)

x ·P = y
(i)
x , where P and y

(i)
x are known points on

Gp. Therefore, to forge a legitimate EC-based chameleon
hash algorithm is equivalent to solve the ECDLP.

5.2 Anonymity and Unlinkability

Our protocol achieves anonymity and unlinkability to
the packet tracing attack due to the following properties.
(1) The information sent by any OBU (e.g., OBUx):
⟨CER′

x, y
(i)
x , T

(i)
x ⟩ is not fixed in different sessions. They

cannot be used for tracking by eavesdroppers. (2) The
certificate-related information CER′

x is encrypted by a
pair-wise key such that the real certificate CERx cannot
be extracted for tracking as well. (3) The pair-wise key
is also updated in every session.

5.3 Replay Attack
Our proposed protocol can defend against the replay at-
tack and thus achieves data freshness. The information in
any open authentication message ⟨CERx,m

(i)
x , y

(i)
x , T

(i)
x ⟩

issued by RSUx is all linked together, making imper-
sonation on replay attack impossible. Once any value in
the open message is modified, the authentication will
definitely fail because

CH(m(i)
x , y(i)x , T (i)

x ) ̸= CH(m(i′)
x , y(i)x , T (i)

x )

̸= CH(m(i)
x , y(i

′)
x , T (i)

x )

̸= CH(m(i)
x , y(i)x , T (i′)

x ). (14)

Similarly, any open authentication message
⟨CER′

x,m
(i)
x , y

(i)
x , T

(i)
x ⟩ issued by OBUx cannot be

impersonated by replay attack as well.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we use simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of LPP by comparing with the performance
of ECPP [10] in different communication scenarios. To
the best of our knowledge, ECPP is the protocol that
supports both V2R and V2V authentication with the
lowest complexity for vehicular communications that is
available in the literature. Specially, to show the advan-
tage of the proposed EC based chameleon algorithm,
two LPP variants, conventional chameleon using bilinear
pairing based (Bi-LPP) and our proposed EC based (EC-
LPP) are considered.

6.1 Simulation Setup
We adopt the popular network simulator ns-2.34 [20]
in our experiments. The communication between OBUs
and RSUs is defined by IEEE 802.11p, which is an ap-
proved amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard with the
goal of supporting Dedicated Short-Range Communica-
tion (DSRC) [2] in vehicular environments. In addition,
we make use of the trace generator VanetMobiSim [21] to
generate realistic vehicular mobility traces for both city
scenario and highway scenario. For the city scenario, we
import a map from the US Census Bureau TIGER/Line
database [22] as shown in Fig. 1, which corresponds to
Thomas Circle Park area of Washington DC. For the
highway scenario, we consider a straight bidirectional
eight-lane road. Some important simulation settings are
summarized in Table 2. We evaluate these two protocols
under various vehicular densities.

We augment ns2 with RSU and OBU agents that accept
the authentication time as parameter to simulate their
behaviors. The computational cost of ECPP is dominated
by scalar multiplication and pairing operation [10]. The
dominant factors of EC-LPP are four scalar multiplica-
tions and one RSA verification while Bi-LPP requires two
bilinear pairing, one scalar multiplication and one RSA
verification. Therefore, we first survey the computation
costs of those primitive cryptography operations, which
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Fig. 1. Random graph-based vehicular with city scenario

TABLE 2
Simulation configuration

IEEE 802.11p settings
Propagation model Two Way Ground
Frequency 5.9GHz
Communication range 200m
Data rate 27 Mb/s

City/Highway settings
City simulation area 1000m× 1000m
High way simulation area 2500× 30m
Speed of city simulation 25 to 85 km/h
Speed of highway simulation 80 to 145 km/h

are obtained on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz processor
[23], [24] as shown in Table 3. Based on these experi-
mental results and using the same approach adopted in
[10], we further analyze the mutual authentication time
of EC-LPP, Bi-LPP and ECPP, as given in Table 4. We
observe that the complexity is significantly reduced by
EC-LPP because it avoids the most expensive operation
of pairing in both Bi-LPP and ECPP.

Then we study three representative vehicular commu-
nication scenarios to investigate how the authentication
time cost shown in Table 4 affects the overall network
performance.

Scenario 1: In this scenario, only single-session V2R
mutual authentication process will be conducted when
an OBU passes by an RSU. This set of experiment
evaluates mutual authentication delay and successful
authentication ratio by different protocols.

Scenario 2: We extend Scenario 1 into multi-session
case, where an OBU continuously conducts “request-
and-reply” interactive communications in certain rate
with the corresponding RSU until driving out of its com-
munication range. A reply message will be generated at
an RSU as soon as a request is received and verified.
A new request will not be issued until a prior reply is
received. Notice that in order to guarantee the privacy
of all vehicles, they never use their real identities to
communicate. Time-varying certificates are adopted for
identity verification.

Scenario 3: Besides the above two V2R scenarios, we
also consider a V2V scenario. In particular, we study a
privacy-preserving secure flooding scenario where some
messages (e.g., cooperative collision warning, congested

TABLE 3
Cryptographic Operations’ Computation Cost

Symbol Execution Time Descriptions
Tsm 1.52ms Scalar multiplication calculating k · P
Tpair 4.5ms The time for pairing operation
TRV 0.205ms RSA verification
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Fig. 2. Average Authentication Latency versus Vehicular
Density

road notifications, etc.) generated at some vehicles can
flood to other vehicles nearby. Flooding plays an im-
portant role in VANET and has drawn lots of research
interests [15], [25], [26]. In order to prevent flooding fake
or even hazardous messages from malicious senders, the
authenticity of both generator and forwarder shall be
verified before further forwarding those messages. Both
ECPP and LPP algorithms are able to tackle this issue.

6.2 Single-Session V2R Mutual Authentication

We first investigate how LPP and ECPP perform in
realistic scenarios in terms of average authentication
latency (AAL). Simulation results in both city and high-
way scenarios under different vehicular densities are
presented in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. We observe
that the authentication time cost, given in Table 4, has
a strong impact on AAL. The AAL achieved by EC-LPP
is much lower than Bi-LPP and ECPP in both scenarios
due to its light-weight scheme. For example, when there
are 100 vehicles in a highway scenario, EC-LPP can
achieve an average authentication latency as low as only
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TABLE 4
Comparison of Authentication Time Cost

ECPP Bi-LPP EC-LPP
RSU Tsm + 3Tpair = 15.02ms 2Tpair + Tsm + TRV = 10.725ms 4Tsm + TRV = 6.285ms
OBU 4Tsm + Tpair = 10.58ms 2Tpair + Tsm + TRV = 10.725ms 4Tsm + TRV = 6.285ms
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Fig. 3. Successful Authentication Ratio and Out-of-Range Ratio

12.86 ms, compared to 70.33ms and 232.13 ms of Bi-LPP
and ECPP, respectively. Such advantage becomes more
significant with further increase of the vehicle density.
One may also notice that the performance of EC-LPP in
both scenarios almost keeps constant when the vehicle
density is from 20 to 140. Similar observation can be
found in ECPP but only from 20 to 50. A constant AAL
indicates that no queueing delay is incurred. When the
vehicle density exceeds some threshold, AAL increases
rapidly because of the service capacity of RSUs, i.e.,
the number of vehicles that can be verified in a time
unit, is reached. Low authentication complexity of EC-
LPP implies lower queuing delay, and thus enlarges the
service capacity.

Another performance concern is successful authenti-
cation ratio (SAR), which is the ratio of vehicles that can
be successfully verified. This performance metric relates
to both channel quality and authentication latency. The
channel quality determines the probability that authenti-
cation packets can be successfully received, while longer
authentication latency may lead to the abortion of the
authentication session because of OBUs running out of
the communication range. The results of SAR under var-
ious vehicle densities in both city and highway scenarios
are shown in Fig. 3. When the speed of a vehicle is not
high enough to make it out of the communication range
within the authentication latency, the channel quality
is the dominant factor (i.e., in the city). As shown in
Fig. 3(a), SAR keeps as high as 100% until the vehicle
density increases to a certain value (e.g., 160 in EC-LPP).
After that, it starts decreasing because higher vehicle
density introduces more channel competitions, which
lead to severer packet loss. In the city scenario, almost
no vehicles go out of the communication range of RSUs
on any algorithm. The results of the out-of-range ratio in
city scenario are thus omitted. However, the out-of-range
cases in ECPP and Bi-LPP appear as shown in Fig. 3(c),

when there are more than 120 vehicles in the highway
scenario. As witnessed in Fig. 2(b), higher vehicle density
results in longer AAL, which further makes more OBUs
go out of the communication range of their RSUs before
an authentication process finishes. Therefore, ECPP suf-
fers lower SAR in the highway scenario, especially when
the vehicle density exceeds 100. Another important fact
we notice is that no out-of-range cases happen and the
unsuccessful authentication is only introduced by the
poor channel condition if EC-LPP is applied.

6.3 Multi-Session V2R Mutual Authentication

In this extended scenario, we are most interested in the
number of continuous sessions that can be completed
within the contact duration between an OBU and an
RSU. The number of completed sessions is affected by at
least two factors. One is the identity verification speed
on both OBU and RSU. A new session can be initiated
quicker if the identity of counterpart can be verified
faster. Another major factor is the vehicular density (i.e.,
the number of vehicles associated with an RSU in a time
unit). In realistic vehicular deployment, both RSUs and
communication channels are regarded as shared scarce
resources. The more competitors (i.e., OBUs on vehicles),
the less resource an OBU can be allocated. Even worse,
more competitions may incur negative side effects, e.g.,
channel collisions. We evaluate the performance of both
ECPP and LPP in terms of total completed sessions per
minute under different vehicular densities. The simula-
tion results are shown in Fig. 4.

An obvious performance advantage of EC-LPP over
Bi-LPP and ECPP is observed in both scenarios from Fig.
4, where EC-LPP can handle roughly two times number
of sessions of ECPP. For example, when there are 20
vehicles associated with the RSU in the city scenario,
total 7200 sessions are completed by EC-LPP while only
3000 sessions by ECPP in a minute. This is because
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Fig. 4. Number of Completed Sessions versus Vehicular
Density

each session requires two verification processes: one at
RSU and the other at the corresponding OBU, and the
verification can be done much faster by EC-LPP than
ECPP on both ends. Another interesting fact observed
from Fig. 4 is that the number of completed sessions first
shows as an increasing function and later on becomes a
decreasing function of the vehicular density. When the
vehicular density is low, the processing capacity of RSU
is under-exploited and therefore the completed sessions
increase with the number of vehicles. However, after fur-
ther increasing vehicular density, many communication
sessions would fail due to more channel collisions. This
conjecture is validated by Fig. 5, which shows the packet
loss ratio observed in the simulations as an increasing
function of vehicular density for both city and highway
settings. Moreover, the packet loss ratio experienced by
EC-LPP is a little higher than ECPP. This is because a
session can be completed faster using EC-LPP and more
traffic (i.e., authentication sessions) has been generated,
leading to more collisions.

6.4 V2V Mutual Authentication in Flooding

In the last set of experiments, we next study how these
two protocols perform in flooding communication sce-
nario when V2V verification is incorporated. Their per-
formance is evaluated on the reception delay of a vehicle,
which is defined as the duration between the time when
a message is generated at the source and the time when
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Fig. 5. Packet Loss Ratio versus Vehicular Density

the message is received by this vehicle. We conduct two
sets of simulations with different message generation
rates, in which 10 vehicles are randomly selected from
400 vehicles to generate messages following a Poisson
process. The rates of 3 message per second and 10 mes-
sages per second are used to represent the cases of low
traffic density and high traffic density, respectively. The
experimental results of reception delay in Cumulative
Density Function (CDF) are presented in Fig. 6. A major
observation is that the reception delay spans a large
range. For example, the reception delay by ECPP in high
traffic density case may be as low as 0.03 second and as
high as 20 seconds. We attribute it to the fact that the
distance of vehicle from the message source varies and
the message must be transmitted and authenticated hop
by hop. Again, EC-LPP exhibits much lower reception
delay than both Bi-LPP and ECPP because of its shorter
processing (e.g., verification) time at each hop. Moreover,
we notice that this delay is also affected by the number
of flooding messages accumulated in a forwarder as it
determines the queueing delay. This explains why much
longer reception delays are experienced in high traffic
density case as shown in Fig. 6(b).

7 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly survey the VANET protocols
that also cope with conditional privacy preservation in
the literature. A number of recent results have addressed
VANET authentication and anonymity issues [27]. They
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fall into the following two categories, public key based
digital signatures and group signature based security
schemes.

7.1 Public Key based Digital Signatures

To achieve both message authentication and anonymity,
Raya et al. [11] propose a scheme, in which each OBU
stores a set of anonymous public/private keys to sign
traffic messages so as to avoid being traced by changing
private keys periodically. This method allows anony-
mous message authentication and conditional privacy
preservation, but brings the following disadvantages.
First, each OBU needs to store a large number of anony-
mous pair-wise keys. Second, the authority has a high
search time on looking up the long revocation list, which
is a list of certificates that have been evacuated by
certificate authorities, for any dispute certificate. Third,
when some OBUs’ anonymous keys are revoked, it
takes a long time to update the certificate revocation
list. To achieve conditional privacy preservation with
lower overhead, Lu et al. [10] propose the ECPP protocol
based on bilinear pairing [28] algorithm. It provides
mutual authentication between RSUs and OBUs, and
allows RSUs issuing a short-term certificate with a tem-
porary public/private keys for each valid OBU. Once
an RSU receives a short-term certificate, it omits to
check the revocation list to achieve a fast hand-over.
However, the results of performance evaluation show
that the capability of RSUs in ECPP is restricted by
the heavy authentication process. To reduce the secu-
rity overhead of traditional PKI-based security schemes,
Zhang et al. [9], [29] introduce an RSU-aided message
authentication scheme RAISE. With RAISE, RSUs are
responsible for verifying the authenticity of messages
sent by vehicles and notifying the authentication results
back to all associated vehicles. In addition, they also
propose a cooperative message authentication scheme
named COMET to work as a supplementary scheme
of RAISE in case of the absence of an RSU. However,
for traceability, RSU needs to maintain a trace evidence
table, which would become huge. Even worse, when
there is no cooperation opportunity (i.e., only few ve-
hicles), mutual authentication becomes a complicated
task. Later on, Lu et al. [12] propose VANET-based
Smart PARKing (SPARK) scheme using bilinear pairing
technique to provide drivers with convenient parking
services in large parking lots. In SPARK, pseudo-ID is
used and a scheme with conditional privacy preser-
vation is also presented. However, it has been shown
that bilinear pairings operations are expensive in terms
of computational complexity [30]. Furthermore, SPARK
fails to provide V2R mutual authentication such that the
compromise of the RSU in a parking lot may result in
serious consequences. Recently, Shen et al. [16] propose
a lightweight protocol using elliptic curve cryptography,
but V2V authentication is not addressed. Huang et al.
[31] introduce an anonymous batch authentication and
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Fig. 6. The CDFs of Reception Delay

key agreement (ABAKA) scheme, in which an RSU
can simultaneously authenticate multiple requests and
establish different session keys with vehicles. However,
ABAKA suffers serious tracability problem. Especially
when there are many adversary requests, it is quite
difficult for ABAKA to detect such requests. In addition,
ABAKA does not provide V2V mutual authentication
such that the failure or compromise of an RSU would
make the whole system collapse.

7.2 Group-signature Approaches
Group signature concept, first introduced by Chaum and
Van Heyst [32], is a kind of a group-oriented signature
with one public key corresponding to multiple private
keys held by each group member. The group signature
scheme is a method that a group member is allowed
to anonymously sign a message on behalf of the group
and any one can verify a group signature using a group
public key. The important properties of group signature
enable group members concealing their identities in
the group when OBUs sign a traffic message. Lin et
al. [7] propose the GSIS protocol based on the group
signature technique. Another group signature based pro-
tocol TACKing is proposed in [8]. Compared with GSIS,
TACKing provides fast handover that allows OBUs to
regularly update their public/private keys. While both
GSIS and TACKing do not need to maintain a large num-
ber of anonymous keys, they still incur significantly high
computational cost. For example, the computational cost
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of GSIS for safety message verification grows linearly
with the number of revoked OBUs in the revocation
list. Even worse, both GSIS and TACKing provide one-
way authentication only from RSUs to OBUs. Recently,
to void using the certificate revocation list, Jiang et al.
[33] propose an anonymized batch authentication based
conditional privacy scheme in VANETs but they do not
discuss how to achieve mutual authentication between
OBUs either.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel LPP protocol for
VANETs. Through theoretical analysis, we show that
LPP satisfies many desired properties for secure and
privacy-preserving vehicular communications. We also
demonstrate high efficiency of the proposed protocol
in a number of representative vehicular communication
scenarios by extensive ns2-based simulation. Compared
to existing schemes, our proposed protocol can achieve
mutual authentication for both V2R and V2V traffics
with much lower computational cost, and hence is highly
suitable in a realistic vehicular environment.
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